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Tensile strain is often utilized to enhance the electron mobility and luminescent characteristics of

semiconductors. A top-down approach in conjunction with roll-up technology is adopted to produce

high tensile strain in Si nanoribbons by patterning and releasing of the bridge-like structures. The ten-

sile strain can be altered between uniaxial state and biaxial state by adjusting the dimensions of the

patterns and can be varied controllably up to 3.2% and 0.9% for the uniaxial- and biaxial-strained Si

nanoribbons, respectively. Three-dimensional finite element analysis is performed to investigate the

mechanism of strain generation during patterning and releasing of the structure. Since the process

mainly depends on the geometrical factors, the technique can be readily extended to other types of

mechanical, electrical, and optical membranes. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919630]

Introduction of tunable strain to semiconductors offers

the possibility to tune the physical properties of microelec-

tronic1,2 and optoelectronic3,4 devices such as the electronic

band structure and charge transport to enhance the perform-

ance. In particular, owing to the compatibility with the main-

stream integrated circuit (IC) technology, strain engineering

is widely explored for group IV semiconductors. For

instance, Si nanowires with high uniaxial tensile strain have

been produced using strained silicon-on-insulator (sSOI).5,6

By patterning the top strained Si layer into dumb-bell bridges

and relaxing them, the built-in tensile strain in the sSOI

transforms from the initial biaxial state to uniaxial-tensile

one. Enhancement of the electron mobility has been demon-

strated from uniaxial tensile strained Si nanowire metal-

oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs).7

By means of the strain transformation approach, the minor

biaxial tensile strain in Ge (as low as �0.2%) due to the mis-

match of the thermal expansion coefficients between Ge and

Si can create considerable uniaxial tensile strain, which is

even sufficient to convert the indirect bandgap of Ge into a

direct one. By adoption of such strain engineering, the effi-

cient light emission from Ge becomes possible.8–11

However, strain engineering for sSOI and Ge epitaxy

requires that the tensile strain pre-exists in the initial sub-

strate. Alternatively, using SiGe and Si3N4 stressors, the

process-induced strain starting from the strain-free substrate

has been implemented to induce compressive and tensile

strain in PMOS and NMOS channel regions to increase the

drive currents of the devices, respectively.12,13 Meanwhile,

roll-up nanotechnology has been proven to be effective in

introducing uniaxial strain into strain-free semiconductor

nanomembranes.14–16 Nevertheless, the process-induced

strain is always uniaxial and creation of biaxial strain has

seldom been reported even though the performances of

microelectronic or optoelectronic devices under biaxial ten-

sile strain is more significant than that under the uniaxial

condition.17–19

Herein, by adopting the roll-up nanotechnology, a

technique started from strain-free substrate is described to

produce both uniaxial- and biaxial-tensile strained Si nano-

ribbons. The strain state and distribution of the strained Si

nanoribbons are investigated by micro-Raman scattering and

finite element method (FEM) analysis is performed to obtain

insights into the strain generation mechanism during pattern-

ing and production of the structures.

A 50 nm thick tungsten (W) layer with 2.2 GPa built-in

tensile stress was deposited on a 150-mm strain-free (100)

SOI wafer with a 50 nm thick Si layer and 120 nm thick bur-

ied silicon dioxide (BOX) by magnetron sputtering (the

value of tensile stress is pre-estimated based on the warp

measurement20). Standard ultraviolet lithography and wet

chemical etching were employed to define the W pads. A

second lithographic process employing inductively coupled

plasma (ICP) was performed to define the [100] Si pads and

bridges aligned to the W pad structures. The Si bridge struc-

ture was produced by selective etching of the BOX layer

using hydrofluoric acid (HF). Owing to the built-in tensile

stress in the W layer, the pad composed of the W/Si bilayer

rolls up after HF etching and CO2 supercritical-point drying,

as demonstrated in Figure 1(a). Since the W/Si pad (width of

30 lm and length of 100 lm) was larger than the connected

Si nanoribbon bridge (width of 1 lm and length of 10 lm),

the connected Si bridge was severely stretched by the rolled-

up W/Si pad thus generating a considerable amount of

uniaxial-tensile strain (Figure 1(b)). To convert the uniaxial-

tensile strain to biaxial-tensile strain, a special pattern con-

sisting of four W/Si pads connected to the Si cross-bridge

was designed. When the pattern was released from the SOI

substrate by HF etching, four W/Si pads were rolled up
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simultaneously and the intersection region of the Si cross-

bridge was stretched from both orthogonal directions to cre-

ate the biaxial-tensile strain as shown in Figure 1(c).

As a non-destructive technique to evaluate strain in crys-

tals and films, micro-Raman line-scan measurement using

325 nm He-Cd laser is performed along the transverse direc-

tion of the Si bridge to characterize the strain distribution

(Figure 2(a)). The laser spot size of micro-Raman system is

�0.8 lm, and the lateral (XY) spatial resolution is �0.4 lm.

The typical Raman peak at 520.7 cm�1 is attributed to the Si-

Si longitudinal-optical phonon mode from the bottom Si

layer of the SOI substrate. In the Si nanoribbon area, a

Raman peak at a smaller wavenumber suggesting the exis-

tence of tensile strain in the Si bridge is detected. The

uniaxial-tensile strain euniaxial in the Si bridge is determined

by the following equation:21

euniaxialð%Þ ¼ �0:399� ðxbulk � xstrainedÞ (1)

where the negative sign represents tensile strain, 0.399 is the

strain-shift coefficient for uniaxial strain (cm), and xbulk

and xstrained represent the peak positions of the Si-Si vibration

mode of the bulk Si and strain Si, respectively. With

regard to the 2 lm wide Si bridge, the Raman shift Dx
(Dx¼xbulk�xstrained) is as large as 6.5 cm�1, which corre-

sponds to 2.6% uniaxial tensile strain. To analyze the strain

uniformity in the Si bridge, Raman line-scans are acquired

along the longitudinal directions of the two Si nanoribbons

with widths of 1 and 2 lm, as shown in Figure 2(b). The strain

distributions along the Si bridges are quite uniform showing

fluctuations of only 63.8% and 65.6% for the 1 and 2 lm

wide Si bridges, respectively. In addition, the tensile strain

increases from 2.6% to 3.2% as the width of the Si bridge

decreases from 2 lm to 1 lm. It should be noted that the

artificial Raman shift towards a smaller wavenumber is always

observed from suspended structures as a result of the laser

heating effect since the thermal dissipation is retarded by the

air gaps.22,23 In this study, power-dependent Raman spectra

analysis proposed by S€uess24 is performed to estimate the

laser heating of the suspended structures. However, the ther-

mal effect-induced Raman shift in this study seems more

significant due to the wider air gap. The Raman peaks shift to

FIG. 1. (a) Process flow for the fabri-

cation of uniaxially/biaxially strained

Si nanoribbons; (b) SEM image of

Si nanoribbons with uniaxial-tensile

strain; and (c) SEM image of Si nano-

ribbons with biaxial-tensile strain.

FIG. 2. (a) Raman line scans of the Si

nanoribbon bridge 10 lm long and

2 lm wide. An optical picture of the

measured structure is displayed on the

right and the scale bar being 50 lm. (b)

Uniaxial-tensile strain along the Si

nanoribbon bridges 1 and 2 lm wide.

174102-2 Mu et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 106, 174102 (2015)



smaller wavenumbers as the laser power is increased, indicat-

ing that the temperature of the suspended Si bridge is sensitive

to the power of the excitation laser (not shown here). When

the laser power is confined to within 1%–5% of the total

power density of the excitation laser, the variation in the

Raman shift is negligible. Therefore, a laser power as small as

1% of the total power density (corresponding to the power of

less than 90 lW) is chosen for the strain evaluation in our

experiments to eliminate the laser heating effect.

The strain degree in the Si nanoribbon bridge connected

by W/Si pads with different geometrical dimensions is stud-

ied systematically. The uniaxial-tensile strain of the

2 lm� 10 lm Si bridges with different W/Si pad widths and

fixed pad length of 50 lm is shown in Figure 3(a). As the

width of the pad is increased from 10 lm to 32 lm, the

Raman peaks shift toward lower wavenumbers indicating

higher tensile strain. With regard to the 10 lm wide pad, the

Raman peak of the Si nanoribbon bridge is located at

518.5 cm�1, corresponding to uniaxial tensile strain of

0.88%. As the pad width is increased to 32 lm, the Raman

peak of the Si bridge moves to 515.3 cm�1 which corre-

sponds to 2.15% uniaxial tensile strain. The Raman shifts of

the Si bridges with identical geometrical dimensions but con-

nected with 32 lm-wide W/Si pads of different lengths are

summarized in Figure 3(b). As the pad length is increased

from 20 lm to 100 lm, the uniaxial tensile strain of the Si

bridge increases from 1.4% to 2.9% accordingly. As afore-

mentioned, when the width of the Si bridge shrinks to 1 lm,

uniaxial tensile strain as high as 3.2% can be obtained. It is

believed that the uniaxial tensile strain can be further

improved by reducing the width of the Si nanoribbon bridge

to the sub-lm scale. Nonetheless, the tensile strain obtained

by this method is remarkably high compared to other stress

techniques. For instance, as the mainstream technique in

strain engineering in the microelectronics industry, a Si3N4

stressor layer is commonly used to generate the tensile strain

in Si channel, thus increasing the electron mobility in n-type

MOSFETs. However, it is still challenging to obtain uniaxial

tensile strain larger than 1.2%.1,25 Our approach enables fine

tuning of the uniaxial tensile strain by varying the dimen-

sions of the structural components, that is, lengths and

widths of both the pads and the bridges.

In addition to the Si bridge with uniaxial-tensile strain,

we extend our approach to fabricate a suspended structure

with biaxial-tensile strain by integrating two orthogonal

1 lm� 10 lm Si bridges, as illustrated in Figure 1(c). Raman

mapping is performed to characterize the strain distribution in

the nanoribbons including the uniaxial and biaxial parts. As

shown in Figure 4(a), the Raman shifts of both Si bridges are

rather uniform, except the boundary area between the uniaxial

and biaxial parts involving shear force. For the biaxial-tensile

strain, ebiaxial, the strain in the Si bridge is evaluated by the

following equation:21

ebiaxialð%Þ ¼ �0:144� ðxbulk � xstrainedÞ (2)

where 0.144 is the strain-shift coefficient for biaxial strain

(cm). According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the tensile strain profile

of the Si cross-bridge is deduced and displayed in Figure

4(b). The biaxial-tensile strain of 0.9% is uniformly distrib-

uted at the intersection of the Si cross-bridge.

Three-dimensional FEM simulation with COMSOL

Multiphysics of linear elastic mechanics is performed to an-

alyze the displacement and strain distribution of the sus-

pended Si bridges. A 50 nm thick W layer with 2.2 GPa

built-in tensile stress and 50 nm thick stress-free (100) Si

nanomembrane are modeled based on the experimental

structures. The W and Si layers are set as isotropic and ani-

sotropic, respectively. The side boundaries connected to the

bigger pads in the experimental structures are fixed rigidly.

As discussed previously,15 the membranes with nanometers

thick released from the substrate bend or roll up if there is a

built-in strain gradient across the film thickness and the

roll-up process is guided by energy minimization. As shown

in Figure 4(c), rolling-up of the W/Si pads is driven by the

built-in tensile stress producing the out-of-plane displace-

ment. In addition, the out-of-plane displacement of the Si

cross-bridge is uniform and relatively small compared to

the W/Si pads. Owing to the rolling-up of the four W/Si

pads, the intersection of the Si cross-bridge is stretched

from two orthogonal directions, thus yielding the biaxial-

tensile strain (the cyan-blue area shown in Figure 4(d)).

Meanwhile, the other areas maintain the uniaxial tensile

strain, as shown by the uniform orange color in Figure 4(d).

FEM simulation also indicates that the strain field distribu-

tion within the cross section of the Si bridge is rather uni-

form (not shown).

It is well known that the electron mobility enhancement

under biaxial tensile strain is more significant than that under

the uniaxial condition and it is believed to be caused by a

larger fraction of in-plane electrons with smaller effective

masses and smaller fraction of out-of-plane electrons with

higher effective mass.17,18 In addition, by means of first-

FIG. 3. Raman spectra of the 2 lm

� 10lm uniaxial tensile strained Si

nanoribbons: (a) 50 lm-long W/Si pads

with different widths and (b) 32 lm-

wide W/Si pads with different lengths.
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principles calculation, it is found that the biaxial tensile strain

is more efficient in converting Ge into direct bandgap than

uniaxial tensile strain.19 Therefore, the proposed approach

may provide a potential way to create biaxial tensile strain

which can improve the performance of microelectronic or

optoelectronic devices more effectively.

In summary, a top-down fabrication technique is demon-

strated to produce tensile strained Si nanoribbons by pattern-

ing and releasing the bridge-like structures. Uniaxial strain

as high as 3.2% and biaxial strain as high as 0.9% can be

obtained by adjusting the geometry of the pattern from a

single-bridge structure to crossed-bridge one. The strain state

and value can be tailored by designing the patterns with dif-

ferent geometric parameters. Since the outcome depends

only on the geometric factors, this method can be readily

extended to other microelectronic and optoelectronic mem-

brane structures.
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